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[closed] What are the relative advantages of StockCharts.com
vs MarketSmith?

IBD's Daily Graphs has been rebranded as MarketSmith and they are offering 2-week trials. Has anybody figured out

if they offer something that StockCharts.com doesn't offer?

technician  comparison  tools

The question has been closed for the following reason "Question has been answered" by markk Oct 19
at 15:16

Marketsmith and Stockcharts are 2 different animals. Marketsmith offers you lists and scans based mostly on

Fundamental criteria and propritary IBD ratings. There really isn't much in the way of technicals at Marketsmith.

IBD's idea of technicals is a few chart patterns like Cups w/ Handles and Double Bottoms (Which you cannot scan for

at Marketsmith) and the 50sma.

Now if you are one that looks for fundamentally sound stocks when hey are technically right you may want to run

scans at Marketsmith...Copy your results, place them in a folder(s) at Stockcharts and run your technical scans.

Best, Doug

Stockcharts offers a much lower price. MarketSmith is $999. The O'Neil method is to look for hyper-growth stocks.

They go up far and fast in an uptrend, but go down faster in a correction or trend reversal. Their fundamentals are

earnings and sales growth rates, 25% minimum per quarter, and annually, high profit margins, high return on equity,

etc.. Their percentages are based on non-GAAP numbers, which often are rosy compared to GAAP. Companies

sometimes make large (non-GAAP) write-offs directly to net worth accounts to bury management goofs. (I won't go

into other creative entries made to equity accounts.)

A few of the companies IBD has on its nifty-fifty list are very risky, e.g., a mini-cap, with one hot product that accounts

for 90% of sales. (IBD, I am sure, bases its selections on MarketSmith data.)

That kind of trading may be exactly what some people want. For me, it is swinging too high from the twigs in the top of

the tree.
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(Sep 25 at 12:23)Sharptraders

Additionally...I am not aware of a FREE 2 week trial to Marketsmith...I subscribe but if you have a link please post it so I can

pass it on.

They do have a free 3 day trial and a 19.95 trial 2 week trial at http://www.marketsmith.com/products/trials.aspx

Also, IBD is offering Free access to much of Investors.com starting 9/26 for a couple weeks at http://www.investors.com

/offer/openaccess-sec.aspx

Best, Doug
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Listen to Sharptraders .. he really knows both products.

I am primarily a technical trader, so I only use Stockcharts. I gave up IBD over 7 years ago (was a subscriber for

several years and had a Daily Graphs subscription).
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